Bill i ngsley and

Alveley Weighbridges

David Poyner
Mines need to be able to weigh the
material theyproduce. AII mechanical
weighing machines are essentially
based on the principle ofthe lever. In
the simplest case, if a lever is pivoted
so that the fulcrum is nearer one end
than the other, a small weight
attached at the long end ofthe lever
can be used to balance a heavy load
at the other end. Unfortunately, the
heavier the item to be weighed, the
longer the lever needs to be to allow,
the use of reasonable weights as
balances. This is bad enough when it
is simply a cart containing a ton of
coal: hou'erer. a railwav wagon is
likely to contain ten or more tons.
To overcome this problem. the
u'eighbridge was developed, using a
combination of leyers. Technically,
the weighbridge uses 2nd order levers
where the load and the balancing
force are both on the same side of the
fulcrum but work in opposite

directions lligure 1): this is rhe same
pnnciple as usrn_e a ier er to mo\ e a

heary object.

Il

a weighbridge, the rveight of the
object is supported on a plate and
girder frame (the weigh-table) which
contacts a pair of Y-shaped fiames at
their top ends, close to the fulcrums
which rest on hear.y girders. The Y-

frames act on a transfer beam in the
centre of the machine which is at

right angles to thern (Figure 2). This
is attached to the scales (steelyard)
where light weights can Lre hung to
balance the object.
The principle of the weighbridge was
first described in the I 740s by a
Birmingham engineer, John Wyatt"
although his invention does not
seem 10 have flourished as it was reintroduced by an An.rerican in the
1830s. Bythe 1850s, such machines
lr'ere common-place and the design
of the mechanical tveighbridge has
changed little since that time.

Most collieries of any size would
have needed a x.eighbridge. Whilst
the basic machinery inside a
weighbridge changed very little,
there was variety in the design of the
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Principle of the 2M order lever.
The fulcrum is atA; a heavy weight
bearing down at B can be supported
by a small upwards force acting at C

landsale ofcoal at a wharfat Priors
Moor, its terminus. The weighbridge
may have occasionally been used in
connection with this, but it was
certainly abandoned in 1937 when
Kinlet closed and the entire line rvas
iifted.

In 1942 the Bridgnorth Journal noted
how a local man had been prosecuted
for stealing timber from the rooi so it
rapidly became derelict. Today an
end rvall and a side wall have both
collapsed (Figure 3), but the position
of the debris allows their form to be
reconstnrcted (Figure .1).

ofllce where the scales were housed
and where the clerk worked to record

Inside the building there is the
remains of a concrete floor that
the tonnage ofcoal being
seems to have been covered by
dispatched. Recently it has been
quarry tiles. There was a fireplace. A
possible to record two examples of
large, probable triple arched rn'indow
these.
allowed the clerk a good view of the
wagons he was weighing. Whilst
nothing remains of the machinery,
BillingsleyColliery
Billingsley Collierv sent its coal au.av the pit holdine the Y-fiames and
balanuc beam appear to suF\ l\ e (a:
b,v-' rail* ay to the Se.;em Valley hne.
The railway weighbridge was located they lie under a public bridleway, it
has not been possible to confirm
close to the colliery end ofthis line,
their full extent). At the point where
by the engine shed (SO 71 8834). The
the transfer beam eatered the office,
brick and tile building u.as erecred in
the wall is supported by a pair of rails
March-April 1913; the accounts of
which act as lintels. Interestingly
the carpenter who fitted the
there is a hole drilled through the one
woodwork, Jobn Derricutt, are
end of these. about i inch in diameter
preserved by a relative.
(Figure 5). It seems as though a rod
passed through this from the office
Billingsley closed in 1921. although
back to the weigh machinery. It is
the line remained open after being
connected to Kinlet Co11iery, to allow possible this was connected to a
Figure 2
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Diagram of the Machinery

inside a weighbridge showing
the Y-frames and the transfer
beam leading to the steelyard,
housed inside the office.
Neither the girder frame that
supports the fulcrums of the yframes nor the weigh table that
rests on them are shown.
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Billingsley and Alveley Weigh bridges
continued ...
mechanism to allow the machinery to be locked when the
railway locomotive passed over the weighbridge; this
would be much heavier than the capaciry* of the
ueighbridge and could damagc it.

Figure 3: Billingstey weighbridge.
Figure 4: Plan and elevations of the reconstructed
Billingsley weighbridge.

AlveleyColliery
One other weighbridge is intact in the Highley area; this
is the landsale weighbridge at Alveley Colliery (SO
I 55844, Figures 6, 7, 8). It was built around 1 938, at the
same time as the rest of the colliery. This retains its
machinery although I understand the current 20 ton
weighbridge, built try Parsons, is a replacement installed
after the colliery ciosed, to serve the industrial estate
that was deveioped on the site of the mine.
Unfortunately the building is now derelict and
vandalised.
The office is a brick structure with a flat, reinforced
concrete roof, concrete lintels and a tiled floor. As such.
it would have been in keeping with the style of the other
buildings at Alveley. Like Billingsiey, it was heated by a
fireplace and also has a prominent window at the front
to allow the clerk to observe vehicles on the
weighbridge. Ironically, one clerk worked with a locai
coal haulier to deffaud the National Coal Board by
deliberately not booking out loads: aoy sysrem is onl),
as good as the people that operate itl

Recently a local group has formed to conserve and
interpret the Billingsley weighbridge. My guess is that
at some poiLrt -{h'e1er s'eighbridve t'i11 be demolished.
aithougft it would be nice if the steelyard ilside the
building could be preserved.

Figure 7: PIan and elevations of Alveley weighbridge.
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Figure 6, below: Alveley weighbridge

Figure 5, above: Hole in the lintel
above the balance beam pit at
Billingsley
Figure 8: $eelyard inside theAlveley
weighbridge; this has been pushed
over and is now lying on the floor.
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